Autism Brain Theranostics Versus Gene Editing in Autism: The Way Forward in Autism Diagnosis and Treatment
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Abstract

The recent introduction of the technique of Gene Editing in autism research has opened up the debate as to whether this approach is a stop forward in the right direction or is an example of a regressive approach in the field of autism diagnosis and treatment, filled with ethical issues of potential for misuse and abuse in human embryos. This article establishes the advantages of Autism Brain Theranostics over Gene Editing in Autism.
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Introduction

The pertinent question that needs to be answered is this - When non-invasive, advanced, scientifically proven human technological modalities such as Autism Brain Theranostics are already available today and are already showing the results of autism cure on the ground, Why the unnecessary need for gene editing in autism?

This article establishes the advantages of Autism Brain Theranostics over Gene Editing in Autism. To familiarize oneself with the leading-edge science of Autism Brain Theranostics it is recommended to read the article titled 'What is Theranostics in Autism? The Emerging Revolution in Autism Diagnosis and Treatment that is Leading the Way in Brain Theranostics Today' (published in the journal - Theranostics of Brain Disorders, Juniper Publishers, Volume 2, Issue 3, November 2017). It is available at the link here: https://authenticautismsolutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Autism-and-Brain-Theranostics.pdf

Here is a description of a few terms that will help understand this article and the accompanying table, in perspective.

Autism Brain Theranostics: Diagnosing and Treating the Energy Disturbances in the Autistic Brain by using the one and the same Tools of Energy Assessments and Applied Energy Medicine along with Applied Intentional Epigenetics. Theranostics, in simple terms, means Diagnostic and Therapeutic modalities, techniques, procedures or tools combined into one. In other words, there are Two aspects integrated in the term and those are - Therapeutics and Diagnostics. In the context of autism what this means is - Any tool, technique, modality or procedure which does the “double duty” of not only Diagnosing Autism but also Treating/Curing/Healing Autism. (And by treating/curing/healing what is meant is the Disappearance of the Limiting Symptoms of autism). This is possible by applying EI or Evolved Intelligence. And this EI is the advanced Human Technological Abilities of Remote Sensing, Remote Viewing and Remote Healing. All of these applied Simultaneously. Which is why Autism Brain Theranostics is both - A cutting-edge science of Diagnosis as well as Treatment/Therapy of the disorders in the brain of the autistic child/person caused due to Energy Disturbances. Because, all the limiting symptoms in Autism

Gene Editing is using modified enzymes that allows researchers to reach into the genome and snip, or substitute, DNA sequences with relative precision and efficiency. In the content of Autism, autism gene editing is being done by using a modified enzyme called CRISPR that allows researchers to tweak DNA directly in a single-cell embryo, so that it is present in every resulting cell in the body of primates, including humans. Some researchers are using CRISPR to generate a breeding colony of marmoset monkeys with autism mutations.

The table below summarizes the advantages of Autism Brain Theranostics over Gene Editing in autism that establishes Autism Brain Theranostics as the progressive and evolutionary way forward in Autism diagnosis and treatment.